Quilting in the Pines Suggestion for a Name Tag 1
We wear name tags at our meetings to help each other get to know each other by
name. Our full membership roster is around 100. We also get a chance to win some
fat quarters by getting a raffle ticket at the meeting for wearing our name tag, or pay
.25 cents (feed the piggy) if you’ve forgotten to wear yours.
The following is a suggestion for making a name tag to wear. You can attach a ribbon
and hang it around your neck or pin it to your clothes. Remember this is just a guide,
you may make a name tag of your own design.

Your Name

Technique:
You may use any technique— draw/color, print on fabric, use fusible or traditional
appliqué using your scrappy fabrics to make it more interesting and varied. The
tree is made of different sized triangles placed at angles. Please quilt and bind
the name tag and embellish if you wish.
Size:
This sample is 5” square finished. It may be any size you wish.
Your Name:
Put your first name anywhere in the nametag—at the top, on the bottom, up the
side, anywhere. Including your last name is optional.

Quilting in the Pines Suggestion for a Name Tag 2
This is a little more complex name tag design based on our logo.

Your Name
The pattern pieces on the next page are for fusible appliqué
(there is no overlap provided). If you want to make the
name tag in traditional appliqué, add additional fabric for
turning under.
Have fun with picking your colors...make it scrappy.
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